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Abstract

Complex analysis of large amounts of medical image data quickly exceeds storage capacity and
computing power of single workstations or small local networks. When limited hardware resources
impede full utilization of medical image analysis, a possible solution is the usage of computing grids,
the collaboration of distributed resources across institutional borders. Many existing image processing
problems would benefit from parallel processing, e.g. on single image or volume slice level. Such coarse-
grained parallelization can easily be achieved by implementation into a grid infrastructure. Furthermore,
grids allow distributed users to share their code, promoting collaborative projects. In this paper, we
describe the grid implementation of existing code using grid workflows. The workflow management
system is able to execute all tasks related to grid communication, such as authorization, scheduling and
monitoring. It remains to the developer to make the code accessible for the workflow manager, and to
define, where the code is found on the grid and what to do with it. We describe the procedure how to
bring the code to the grid and show exemplarily the implementation of segmentation and registration
algorithms for transrectal ultrasound guided prostate biopsies.

1 Introduction

Many scenarios in medical image processing demand high computing power and storage capacity. Increas-
ing usage of high resolution images and multidimensional data, like volume sequences or multi-modality
data, amplify hardware requirements. When results are required within a certain time, compromises between
accuracy and computing time are unavoidable on limited resources. Furthermore, new algorithms developed
by research groups are often hardly available or adaptable for related research problems. A promising solu-
tion to overcome these barriers are modern grid networks. A grid infrastructure is defined as a collaboration
of possibly inhomogeneous, distributed hardware resources across administrative borders [4]. The network
is virtualized as a single resource providing scalable hardware resources and a variety of applications. The
management of the network is realized by the middleware, an abstraction software layer between the grid
network and the applications.

Many medical image analysis tools process consecutively image series, volume slices or tiles, or loop over a
range of input parameters, e.g. multiscale analysis. The computing time of such processing steps scales with
1/n (n = number of frames, slices, or tiles), when coarse-grained parallelized and implemented to a distribute
computing system with more than n CPUs. Due to transfer times, when reuniting intermediate results for
integrated analysis, the resulting compute time savings are reduced, but in most cases notable. Especially in
the development state of image processing algorithms, where large parameter scans are realized, distributed
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Figure 1: Implemented MediGRID system architecture.

computing may save days of waiting for results. But not only time saving aspects may be relevant when
considering to use grids for medical image applications. Access to distributed image databases or distributed
software with particular hardware requirements can easilybe achieved. If a grid portal - a webbased user
interface - is set up, users may start, stop and check grid jobs from every place with internet access. How-
ever, if the expected effort for the grid implementation is estimated to outbalance the (near-term) benefit,
interested researchers are discouraged to use grid resources. The method proposed in this paper allows the
grid implementation without deep knowledge of the underlying grid infrastructure. Quick results can be
achieved by basic implementation using XML-based workflow descriptions. The implementation can later
be enhanced regarding user friendliness by integration into a grid portal.

2 Methods

2.1 Grid architecture and middleware solutions

The implementation is realized within the German MediGRID infrastructure, which is part of D-Grid[15, 8].
D-Grid offers generic middlware components for a variety ofuser communities, from high energy physics to
linguistics. MediGRID uses basic services from D-Grid, e.g. user management, but has extended the hard-
and software to satisfy community specific requirements. Itis aGlobus(GTK4) based grid infrastructure,
which is the de facto standard for modern grid architectures[7]. It provides built-in security mechanisms,
data transfer (gridftp) and generic job submission (GRAM).A grid portal, based onGridSphere, allows
for easy access from different sites even behind strict firewalls[19]. The main extensions above the core
infrastructure are the Grid Workflow Execution Service (GWES)[10], the Storage Resource Broker (SRB)
for distributed data storage[21], and gridDICOM for medical image transfer[23]. The implemented system
architecture of MediGRID is given in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: A simple petrinet (left), modelling the executionwith two inputs and one output, e.g. biopsy
needle segmentation (right).

2.2 GWES

GWES is a workflow manager established within the K-WF-grid[5]. In contrast to other scientific workflow
systems, such as Condor’s DAGMan tool[6] or LONI[22], it is specifically targeted for WSRF-standardized
grid usage and allows to create complex workflows without detailed knowledge of the grid infrastructure.
The core of the GWES is the Grid Workflow Description Language(GWorkflowDL), which is an XML
based standard for describing workflows as a Petri net. A Petri net is a mathematical formalism to describe
discrete distributed systems and allows to model the workflow with a few basic graph elements. As such,
Petri nets are often easier to use and more intuitive than other workflow languages, such as the widely
known BPEL (Business Process Execution Language)[2], which has the disadvantage of posessing complex
and rather informal semantics and an extensive syntax. Other graph-based languages mostly base on directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) and offer only a limited expressiveness so that it is often hard to describe complex
workflows (e.g., loops cannot be expressed directly). For the actual workflow descriptions, GWES uses an
extension, high level Petri nets (HLPN). They can be directly used to model transfer, execution and storage
of any kind of input and output data as well as control data (e.g. the exit status of a workflow step). Data is
modeled astokens, located at aplace, and program execution is represented as atransition. In contrast to
control-centric languages, like BPEL, GWES is data driven and the Petri net representation corresponds to
the pure data flow. Additionally, the flow can be controlled through user contraints to the processor, which
is a benefit over other data-flow languages like Scufl/XScufl[13].

The basic workflow description provides the definition of transitions and their input- and output places.
Figure 2 gives a simple example of a Petri net. It consists of one transition, represented by a square, two
input places (Place 1 and Place 2) and an output place (Place 3). Places are represented by open circles.
Directed arcs connect places and transition and define the flow relation. Tokens are represented as black
dots. This Petri net might - for example - model the segmentation of a biopsy needle in an ultrasound image.
Then Place 1 models the US image, Place 2 models a predefined region of interest, the transition models
the execution of the segmentation algorithm and Place 3 models the result. At the current initial state of the
processing, tokens are located at the input places. Within runtime of the workflow, tokens on input places are
consumed and sent to output places. Highlevel Petri nets cando anything that can be defined in terms of an
algorithm [12]. We found them perfect to map the image pipelines of our applications. GWES descriptions
can be realized on several abstraction levels, which are then concretized during runtime. It provides basic
resource brokering and scheduling. The information about available hard- and software is provided in the
XML-based D-Grid Resource Description Language (D-GRDL),and is stored in the resource database[1].
GWES also offers fault-tolerance strategies for reliable process execution. If an execution step fails, the
error is reported and the transition is rescheduled to another resource up to an adjustable number of retrials.
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The generic GWES web interface (GWUI) allows to upload of workflow descriptions and monitoring of
running workflows. An automated visualisation of the workflow layout and the live status are also offered.
This is particularily helpful in the development and testing phase, as workflow layout and implementation
errors immediatly become visible.

3 From command line program to a grid application

In this section we describe the different steps that have to be processed by the developer to bring an ex-
isting image processing program onto the grid. We will focushere on automated image processing steps
to demonstrate the basic implementation method. Moderate user interaction like workflow suspension and
restarting is provided by the GWES webinterface. Further usability can be realized completely webbased by
integration of the workflow into the grid portal. The grid implementation encompasses the following steps:

1. Deployment of the software to the gridnodes
2. Generation of a wrapper script
3. Registration of the software
4. Creation of a workflow description
5. Optional: Integration of the workflow into the user portal

3.1 Deployment of the software

The easiest way to make software available on the grid is to deploy it as appropriatly compiled code. All
software related to the specific application is stored at a separate directory on each frontend of the connected
clusters in the used infrastructure. The frontends are accessible viagsissh, a grid enabled version of ssh.
Developers can log on to these machines and manage their application directories. As of today, there is no
effective automatic deployment of the software. We use a version manager (subversion) to ease the update
process of the grid nodes[3].

3.2 Writing GWES wrapper scripts for the software

During workflow execution, the GWES workflow manager calls the programs designated by the transitions
of the workflow’s Petri net. In the call, the name of the transition denotes the executable and the connected
input tokens specify the input parameters. As the tokens in the net adhere in no particular order, GWES
passes the parameters as key/value pairs and uses the edge-expression of the token’s arc as the key (i.e.
program-name -edgeexpr1 token1 -edgeexpr2 token2 ...). Since most existing programs do not conform
to this plugin convention, it proved good pratice for the developer to provide a small wrapper script which
is called instead of the actual program. In the wrapper script the parameter values are extracted from the
key/value pairs and mapped to the application specific program call. This also adds an additional layer of
abstraction, as the script can be changed more easily than the workflow or may contain auxiliary commands.

3.3 Registration to the resource database

To publish the new software to the grid, a resource description file is generated and stored in the database.
The resource description contains the internal GRDL name ofthe software and the path of the wrapperscript
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<resource xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=”http://www.gridworkflow.org/kwfgrid/src/xsd/resource-d-grdl.xsd”
uri=”software:medigrid-wrapperscript”>

<ofClass uri=”urn:dgrdl:software:medigrid-wrapperscript”/>
<name>wrapperscript</name>
<description>Medical image application: Example of a wrapper script</description>
<simpleProperty ident=”executable” type=”string” unit=””>
/wpath/wrapperscript.sh

</simpleProperty>
</resource>

Figure 3: Example of a GRDL resource description.

on the gridnode. An example for the scriptwrapperscript.sh, located at/wpathis given in fig. 3. An XML-
element, containing the URI of the software, is added to the hardware resource description files to let the
system know where the software is available.

3.4 Creation of a workflow description

The workflow description is also an XML document, using GWorkflowDL. This part of the implementation
might need some familiarization for user who are inexperienced with XML. The workflow definition consists
of the following parts

1. Header: provides properties and execution information for the GWES.
2. Place elements: defines places and initial assignment with tokens.
3. Transition elements: defines the software to be executed and its input and output places.

An example can be found in MediGRID project’s deployment guide[11].

3.5 Visualization and execution of a workflow

The workflow description can now be uploaded to GWES using theweb interface, where the underlying
Petri net is visualized. If the resulting layout is as expected, the workflow can be started. The actual state
of the places (occupying tokens) and transitions (available and chosen hardware resource, state) as well as
possible error messages or warnings are monitored. The upload of the workflow description is the default
for development and testing. The disadvantage is, that the initial tokens have to be defined directly in the
workflow description. This is fine for quick implementation,if the programs are used by the developer. A
more userfriendly method is to integrate the generation of the workflow into a graphical user interface.

3.6 Using workflow templates

Graphical user interfaces are implemented mainly as grid portlets within the used grid infrastructure[14].
When integrating the workflow into such a GUI, users can upload data or select them from available data
storage (PACS and SRB). Additional parameters can be set or modified. The desired image processing
workflow can be started at the push of a button. A workflow template stored within the portal is then
automatically complemented and transferred to the GWES. This is the most convenient solution for the end
user, but requires of course more development time for writing the grid portlets[20].
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Figure 4: Single registration workflow with status control.
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Figure 5: Runtime distribution of 214 single registration workflows.

4 Implementation of image processing algorithms

To date, the described method was used to successfully implement completely different applications to the
grid, as parallelized preprocessing of functional MRI data, hemodynamic simulations, gene prediction or
biosignal analysis of polysomnographies. Here, we presentthe implementation of algorithms to be used for
analysis of transrectal ultrasound images taken during prostate biopsies. Prostate cancer is the most common
cancer in men. Current goldstandard for prostate cancer diagnosis is ultrasound guided prostate biopsy[9].
Monitoring the prostate by transrectal ultrasound (TRUS),tissue probes are taken from different parts of
the prostate. The present application determines and visualizes the position of the tissue probes within the
prostate volume. The localization is done by automated segmentation of the biopsy needle in the guiding
2D ultrasound images and subsequent registration of the 2D images into a previously taken 3D ultrasound
volume[16]. The algorithms are developed inMatlab andc/c++ usingITK,VTKandMITK[17, 18]. While
segmentation and registration are mainly independent, therespective workflows are modeled separately.
2D-3D image registration of the transrectal ultrasound images turned out to be a difficult task, as many
local minima exist in the used costfunctions (normalized correlation and mutual information). Furthermore,
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Figure 6: Petri net of the segmentation workflow. Image transfer and ROI calculation are already finished,
the segmentation will be executed next.

the optimization algorithms implemented inITK show poor performance in optimization of rotation angles.
Therefore a parameter scan of up to 600 single registration runs with different inital rotation angle values
is performed. A single registration run for maximum allowed1000 iteration steps needs in average 20
minutes. As an example, our workstation (AMD 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 4200+, 2Gb RAM) requires a
processing time of about 4 days to complete the scan. The single registration run on the grid can be devided
in the following processing steps:

1. Volume and 2D image transfer from SRB.
2. Registration execution.
3. Storage of the results in SRB.
4. Download of the results.

Fig. 4 shows the workflow layout and the status information for the registration workflow provided by
the GWES web interface. The many input places of the central transition, which denotes the registration
execution, are the variety of additional parameters which are passed to the algorithm, e.g. the costfunction
and optimizer used for registration. With grid implementation, we were able reduce the total runtime down to
12 hrs, which is approximately 8 times faster than using the workstation. A detailed look to a scan consisting
of 214 initial parameter sets gives more insight into the performance. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of total
runtimes of the registration runs. Total runtime includes the waiting time before scheduled, the queue time
on the selected gridnode and the CPU time. The total runtime reaches from 20 minutes up to 220 minutes
(3.7 hrs), which determines the total runtime of the complete scan. The difference between the ”fastest” and
the ”slowest” single registration run is mainly waiting time due to high load on the gridnodes, which can
be accessed by all users of the D-Grid and is extensively usedfor jobs running approximately 12 hrs. The
average load on the sites used, encompassing 580 cpus, was between 80% and 100% during the runtime of
the workflows. The completion time was more than 9 times faster than the approximate runtime of 35 hrs on
our workstation, but still a factor of 10 of the “optimum” of 20 minutes, which would be the pure cpu-time
with vanishing queue times. Current expansion of the grid resources and implementation of advanced local
scheduling algorithms are let us expect further reduction of the overall runtime. At the current state of the
infrastructure, failure rates of up to 5% are experienced. The relatively high number of failures is mainly due
to the fact, that the infrastructure itself is still under development and middleware components are restarted
frequently.

The needle segmentation consists of the following steps:
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the segmentation portlet. Input image sequence can be selected from the PACS, the
SRB, or can be uploaded. After image selection, the workflow can be initiated.

1. Image retrieval from a PACS.
2. Calculation of the Region of Interest (ROI) on the first image of the series.
3. Segmentation of the image series.

The workflow layout is given in Fig. 6. The code was written inMatlab and was compiled using Matlab’s
Compiler Toolbox. The time saving of grid usage is here on image sequence level. Each biopsy procedure
encompasses 10 individual tissue probes at different prostate locations which are then sent to different grid
nodes, depending to the actual load. Since the segmentationitself only needs a few minutes and transfer
load would be quite high (each single image needs the ROI and the statistical model), parallelization on
image level was abandoned in the segmentation. An application specific portlet was developed. The image
series can now be selected interactively and the results arevisualized on the grid portal. A screenshot of the
portlet is shown in Fig.7.

5 Discussion

The use of the workflow manager makes it easy to integrate existing code without deeper knowledge of
grid computing and the underlying system architecture. Automated medical image processing problems
with high coarse grained paralellization potential (parameter scans, image sequences) can profit from grid
use with low implementation offset. Basic implementation of new algorithms can be performed from de-
velopers even with little experience in less than a day. If the applications are used repeatedly or shall be
available to end users, integration of workflow templates into application specific grid portlets is strongly
recommended. A portlet with basic functionality may be developed within 2 days, but advanced user inter-
action may need development time up to a few weeks. The additional effort is rewarded by ease of use and
full application control from all sites with internet access, even from institutions with strict firewall settings,
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e.g. clinical environments. The presented grid infrastructure is mainly used for research purposes. Besides
implementation of further applications, current developments focus on security, reliability and usability to
allow grid use for clinical applications.
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